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Environmental geology, as hydro-geology, is an applied science concerned

about the practical use of the standards of geography in the taking care of
natural issues. It is a multidisciplinary field that is firmly identified with
building geography and, less significantly, to natural geology. Every one of
these fields includes the investigation of the collaboration of people with
the geologic condition, including the biosphere, the lithosphere, the
hydrosphere, and somewhat the environment. At the end of the day,
ecological topography is the utilization of geographical data to settle clashes,
limiting conceivable unfriendly natural debasement or augmenting
conceivable worthwhile condition coming about because of the utilization
of characteristic and changed condition (1).
When most people hear someone mention geology, the main picture that
flies into their psyche is typically it is possible that somebody uses a stone
sledge or somebody boring for oil. The vast majority don't understand that
there is a great deal more to the field of geography than that. Geology is the
part of science that manages the Earth, its materials, and its procedures.
Environmental geology is the part of geography that is worried about the
cooperation among people and the geologic condition. Environmental
geology is basically a method of applying geologic information to recognize,
remediate, and ideally forestall, ecological issues from happening because of
individuals.
Environmental geologists must have a solid understanding of not only
currently occurring geologic events, yet chronicled geologic occasions, for
example, past quakes and floods. This information on the past is significant
in light of the fact that it encourages them to show signs of improvement
thought of what kinds of geologic occasions rehash themselves, with what
recurrence they may happen, and what sorts of harm happened in view of
those occasions. This is not quite the same as what a palaeontologist
(somebody who examines fossils) would do, in light of the fact that
environmental geologists are worried about how the past is identifying with
the present (2).

Environmental geology focuses in transit Earth frameworks, both at the
surface and inside it, influence, and are influenced by, people. Those
physical frameworks have both gainful and negative impacts on us. Earth's
dirt, water, mineral and vitality assets give our principal life-emotionally
supportive network; while seismic tremors, volcanoes, floods, avalanches,
and so forth are dangerous to life and property. It is the target of natural
geologists that, on the off chance that we as a whole comprehend these
frameworks better, we can be increasingly viable stewards of our
undermined assets, and carry on with more secure lives in more noteworthy
amicability with our condition.
In like manner, environmental geologists can likewise endeavour to shield
individuals from natural variables outside their ability to control (like
proposing that they not manufacture a home in a functioning flood plain).
Environmental geology as a field is similarly as extensively coming to and
fascinating as geology may be, with numerous possible wonders and human-
Earth collaborations to explore (2).
Environmental geology is an essentially significant part of science since it
legitimately impacts everyone on the planet each and every day. There is just
no real way to keep away from the earth around you.
The choices that individuals, organizations, and governments make with
respect to nature and ecological issues sway incalculable individuals, not
simply the individual or individuals who settled on the first choice. The
human effect of both characteristic and man-made natural issues is a huge
moral concern, making legitimate comprehension of the science behind
these issues even more significant.
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